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DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH and 
Doug Carson and Associates Inc 
(DCA) announce automated testing 
solutions for replicators. 

 

 
Reutte (Austria) December 3rd 2003 – 
DaTARIUS is pleased to announce a 
joint development project with DCA to 
streamline the optical disc testing 
process for replicators. This 
transforms, through automation, the 
normally labour-intensive post-
mastering stages for glass masters, 
stampers and discs. These stages 
include data verification back to 
source, CSS encryption validation, 
and job-related data entry during 
testing.  
 
Background 
Earlier this year, DCA developed a meth
mastering process of an optical disc.  Th
manufacture, from glass master through
identified allowing traceability both on th
accompanying user-generated informati
The project involved working with DaTAR
glass masters, stampers and pressed di
the automatic retrieval of all associated d
with the user-defined, job-related data th
by the operator at each test stage. 
 
Data retrieval utilises DCA’s ‘Commande
and then remains unaltered. In addition 
this retrieval method also eliminates pro
whereby each measuring stage requires
is both time-consuming and unreliable, d
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Doug Carson, Founder and Chairman of
to allow a transparent and secure way o
would remain indelibly linked to the subs
of production. When DVD discs are mas
“Globally Unique Identifier” or GUID (sep
DVD) which is created and encoded by t
These GUIDs allow us to look back to ou
mastering stage, and simply extract all p
through to all user data fields.” 
Thomas Hackl CCO DaTARIUS,  Nozomu Hayatsu
from DCA Japan and Bob Dobbin CTO DaTARIUS
od to encode a unique identifier into the 
e goal was to allow all subsequent stages of 
 to finished disc, to be easily and accurately 
e original mastered data and on any 
on. 

IUS so that their measuring systems – testing 
scs – can recover this identifier. This allows for 
ata, including the original mastering file, along 
at would usually need to be entered manually 

r’ database, which is created during mastering 
to providing automation on the data verification, 
blems associated with the existing practice 
 manual entry of the disc job-related data. This 
ue to operator errors made during data entry. 

ptimization solutions 

 DCA comments: “We developed this technique 
f uniquely identifying a master session that 
equently manufactured disc through all stages 
tered using our process, they contain a 
arate GUIDs for both layers on a dual layer 
he DCA’s MIS (Mastering Interface System). 
r ‘Commander’ database, created during the 
ertinent data, from the original master file 
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Bob Dobbin, Chief Technical Office of DaTARIUS Group, says, “The DaTARIUS 
measuring equipment is able to read the GUIDs from the disc. These GUIDs are then 
submitted to the DCA ‘Commander’ Database which then returns information to the 
DaTARIUS Analyzer. This information relates to the work order number as well as any 
other job-related information that is automatically attached to the test data, without an 
operator having to key any data into the system. In addition, we can pass the data from 
the disc back to the ‘Commander’ database to automatically verify both bit-to-bit 
compliance and CSS encoding, sector by sector. We also can verify layer matching on 
dual-layer product”. 
 
Comments James Steynor Chief Executive Officer of the DaTARIUS Group, “We are all 
delighted with the first significant collaboration between these two leading companies, 
and we look forward to working together on many more developments that will further 
exploit the leading edge technologies in both of our businesses.” 
 
DCA Corporate Information 
DCA, Inc. (Doug Carson & Associates) is the industry’s leading provider of world class signal 
processing technology. Since 1988, CD and DVD manufacturers world-wide have relied on 
DCA’s pre-mastering, mastering and verification products for optical discs, including copy 
protected discs. DCA’s products include MIS (Mastering Interface System) V8 – supporting both 
CLV and CAV mastering, DDP Archiver and OptiSend – for electronic transfer of optical disc 
content. DCA has also been responsible for the signal processing of many special formats for 
the optical disc industry, including the Xbox game console from Microsoft. 
For more information on the company and its products, visit www.dcainc.com
 
 DaTARIUS Corporate Information 
The DaTARIUS Group is an international company focused on providing solutions to the optical 
media manufacturing industries. DaTARIUS has over 18 years’ experience in the manufacture 
and distribution of equipment for inspecting, measuring and optimizing at every stage of the 
optical media manufacturing process.  
DaTARIUS is unique in providing equipment for the whole production process right through from 
pre-mastering to print and packaging. In addition, DaTARIUS also develops and supplies 
process optimization equipment such as sprue recycling and mould cooling systems. This broad 
product range is supplemented by a consulting and training service. 

With headquarters in Reutte, Austria (R&D sales and service), and regional offices in America 
(R&D, sales and service) and Hong Kong (sales and service) the company has a global team of 
85 employees and a extensive sales and service support network covering every major market 
of the globe: North America, South America, Europe, the Middle East, and the Pacific Rim. 
For more information on the company and its products, visit www.DaTARIUS.com
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